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1970's vintage coin op Atari Pong game in a wine barrel 
RARE !! originally in a Santa Clara video arcade

Item number: 8171323786

You are signed in Email to a friend | Watch this item in My eBay 

  

Larger Picture

Current bid: US $405.00   

 Place Bid >

Time left: 2 days 5 hours 
10-day listing, Ends Feb-27-05 19:08:16 PST

Start time: Feb-17-05 19:08:16 PST
History: 9 bids   (US $49.00 starting bid)

High bidder: overchuk  ( 377 )

Item location: Half Moon Bay, California 
United States

Ships to: United States
Shipping costs: Check item description and payment 

instructions or contact seller for details 

 Shipping, payment details and return policy

Seller information
jeffrosen24  ( 288 )

Feedback Score: 288 
Positive Feedback: 99.7% 
Member since Jan-27-02 in United 
States

Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items

Safe Buying Tips

Description (revised)

Well some people save the strangest things. This is probably one of the first coin operated Atari Pong video games. It was used in a video 
arcade in Santa Clara, California. It has been in a friends garage for many years. There were still some quarters that dated from the 1960's 
in the coin box. Our best estimate is that this was from the 1970's. The game was wired into this wine barrel. The game actually works!!! 
The game is being sold as is and is a piece of video game history. The top has damage from some type of liquid. One of the knobs is 
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loose, but this could easily be refurbished. Probably belongs in a video game museum. Additional photos on request. Item is in South San 
Francisco near the SF airport. Buyer must pick-up or arrange for shipping. Personal check OK, money order OK, no Paypal. 

On Feb-18-05 at 21:33:10 PST, seller added the following information: 

***Feb 18,2005 We are going to try and get an estimate from MailBoxes Etc to pack and ship and will try to get that added to the 
description by Monday. They are not cheap and with the weight of the barrel it will probably be $200 +, my guess. Seller is willing to 
transport the barrel to a MailBoxes Etc for shipping and delivery which will be paid for by the Buyer.** 

On Feb-20-05 at 22:30:21 PST, seller added the following information: 

UPS is quoting $150-$200 to ship if the item is already crated. Mailboxes Etc wanted $500 or so to package this up plus shipping. I am 
sure someone else can package cheaper, I don't know who that would be. This item is working and we do not wish to get involved with a 
problem with our crating and it showing up and not working. So we will hold the item for 30 days, maybe more to give the buyer the 
opportunity to arrange shipping if you are not local. We will transport locally to a shipper for packaging. We will not package the item. 
So local pickup or buyer to arrange for shipping still holds. Sorry. 

Select a picture
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale  

 

Questions from other buyers
Q:  Was there a buy-it-now? or do you have one in mind? answered on: Feb-18-05 
   A: Based on the uniqueness of the item as well as the historical value, we are going to just let the bidders determine a 
price. We have no way to even give...more

Q:  I live in NY, how much would it cost to ship this item? answered on: Feb-18-05 
   A: I have no idea. I am not going to provide shipping. I will try to get an estimate from carriers and post it on the listing. 
The seller will need to make...more

Q:  Yee!!! I think I may have played pong on this machine or one like it. It triggers some old memories. If I win the 
auction I can come pick it up and...more answered on: Feb-18-05 

   A: Sure. It is in South SF. 
 
  Ask seller a question

Shipping, payment details and return policy
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Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item. 
 

 

Services available 
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details. 

Will ship to United States.

Seller's payment instructions 
Item will be shipped U.S. Mail unless other arrangements made. Money order next day ship. Personal checks OK but item will be held until check 
clears.  

Payment methods accepted

Learn about payment methods. 

Personal check
Money order/Cashiers check

Ready to bid? help
1970's vintage coin op Atari Pong game in a wine barrel
Current bid: US $405.00

Your maximum bid: US $ (Enter US $410.00 or more) 

  You will confirm in the next step.Place Bid >

eBay automatically bids on your behalf up to your maximum bid. 
Learn about bidding.
 
 

What else can you do?

 Back to home page   |  Ask seller a question  |  Add to Calendar |  Printer friendly page  
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